Tank vehicles have quite poor roll stability in driving. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to investigate tankers' roll stability by vehicle dynamic modeling. As a fluid-solid coupling multi-body system, tank vehicle's dynamic modeling must take liquid sloshing into account. The conventional solution on liquid sloshing by hydrodynamics is difficult and time-consuming, and the modeling of tankers obtained by this method was a distributed parameter system with infinite degree of freedoms. It was quite difficult and complicated to analyze tankers' dynamic features and to design active control system by the distributed parameter system. Therefore, three different methods to describe liquid sloshing effects in partially filled tanks with elliptical cross sections were proposed in this article, which are the estimation of liquid sloshing, the improved estimation of liquid sloshing, and the modeling of equivalent mechanical model for liquid sloshing. Then, the dynamic modeling of tank vehicles was commenced based on that. It was found out that the roll stability performance of tank vehicles obtained by different models differs with each other. The quasi-static model obtained by the estimation of liquid sloshing could get an estimation on tanker's rollover threshold quickly and easily, but it is with poor accuracy. The improved quasi-static model obtianed by the improved estimation of liquid sloshing could give a more accurate result on tanker's rollover threshold, the solution is also easily and quickly. Rollover analysis based on equivalent mechanical model of liquid sloshing could reflect vehicle's dynamics and is with high accuracy, but the process is of great complexity.
Introduction
Road tank vehicles are commonly used in carrying a wide range of liquid cargoes, mainly of a dangerous nature, such as chemical and petroleum products. Statistical analysis showed that there were nearly 80% of global chemical products delivered by tank vehicles, and the transportation freight had already reached 4 billion tons per year. However, tankers also create severe traffic safety problems, which would result in huge people injury and property damage. Statistical data collected by Statistique Canada had shown that 83% of lorry rollover accidents on highways are caused by tankers. 1 A US study had reported that the average annual number of tanker rollovers is about 1265, which accounts for 36.2% of the total number of heavy vehicle highway accidents. 2 In 2011, there were 416 tanker accidents occurred in China, which resulting in more than 400 people being injured or killed, as well as immense economic losses. Besides those, the release of fluid cargo often happens in tanker accidents, which would cause environment contamination. 3 Therefore, great attention must be paid to tanker driving safety.
Much works had been carried out on the features of tanker accidents. It was found out by Treichel et al. 4 that rollover is the main type in tanker accidents, and it accounts for 45% of the total tanker accidents. At the same time, rollovers for ordinary trucks only account for 4% of the total truck accidents. Many research efforts had been made to investigate factors behind this phenomenon, and it was universally accepted that liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks is the most important one. 5, 6 Due to the limitation on tank filling percentage, tanks are partially filled with fluid cargo most of the time. Thereafter, the changing of vehicle driving state brings into liquid sloshing. 7, 8 As a result, lateral sloshing force acting on the tank wall increases rollover torque and degrades vehicle roll stability.
Different from ordinary truck, tank vehicle is a complicated fluid-solid coupling multi-body system. Liquid sloshing and vehicle driving interact with each other, the modeling of tank vehicles must take the dynamic characteristics of liquid sloshing into consideration. Therefore, the study on liquid sloshing dynamics is of great significance. Until now, many efforts had been made, and the main methods to investigate liquid sloshing dynamics can be summarized as follows:
1. Hydrodynamic analysis. Linear liquid sloshing for uncompressible ideal fluid with small amplitudes was usually described by potential flow theory. Linear theory was used to solve governing equations, so as to obtain sloshing frequency and mode. Thereafter, the forced sloshing could be studied, and sloshing force and torque would also be calculated. Results obtained by this method were quite accurate. However, only liquid sloshing in a few tanks could be solved using this method. [9] [10] [11] 2. The computational fluid dynamics (CFD) method. Sloshing parameters can also be acquired by solving governing equations based on Navier-Stokes equation directly. While the analytical solution to nonlinear partial differential equations was quite difficult, numerical solution was utilized and carried out on computer. The CFD is suitable in most cases. 12, 13 3. The experimental method. By test platform or tank vehicles, liquid sloshing can be observed and relevant parameters be monitored by reproducing liquid sloshing. 14, 15 Simulation software was also used to simulate liquid sloshing and to obtain the dynamic effects. 16, 17 Based on the study on liquid sloshing dynamics, many researches on the modeling of fluid-solid coupling system had been carried out. By now, subjects mainly focus on liquid-filled spacecraft, and three different modeling methods were included, which was described as follows, respectively:
1. The modeling of multi-body system based on the estimation of liquid sloshing. Force and torque caused by liquid sloshing are hard to acquire. Therefore, Strandberg et al. simplified liquid bulk as a mass point whose mass is equal to the liquid bulk and position coincides with the center of mass of liquid bulk. Thereafter, sloshing force and torque could be obtained easily, [18] [19] [20] [21] so does dynamic model of fluid-solid coupling system. While the coupling effect between system motion and liquid sloshing is neglected and sloshing dynamics is not considered, analysis of system moving stability based on this model was named as quasi-static analysis. This method is quite convenient, but analysis results have poor accuracy. 19, 22, 23 The quasi-static analysis was popular in the late 1990s, and many improved algorithms have been produced to improve the analysis precision to some degree. 24, 25 2. The modeling of multi-body system based on hydrodynamics. Hydrodynamic theory was used to establish governing equations of liquid sloshing considering the coupling effects between system motion and liquid sloshing. Then, a distributed parameter model for fluid-solid coupling system with infinite degree of freedoms would be obtained. System dynamics could be accurately analyzed by this method. However, the solution is of great difficulty, and the model could not be used to design active control system. 12 3. The modeling of multi-body system based on equivalent mechanical model for liquid sloshing.
To simplify the deal with liquid sloshing and to acquire accurate dynamic analysis of fluid-solid coupling system at the same time, equivalent mechanical model for liquid sloshing was established. [26] [27] [28] [29] Therefore, the fluid-solid coupling system was transformed into ordinary multibody system. The equivalent mechanical model makes the precise modeling of fluid-solid coupling system possible, so does the moving stability analysis. In this method, the establishing of equivalent mechanical model for liquid sloshing is of great significance. Until now, most researches regarding this method have been focused on spacecraft tanks and other vertical tanks. 27, 28, [30] [31] [32] Researches on horizontal tanks, such as those in tank vehicles, are quite limited. 29, [33] [34] [35] [36] It could be concluded from the literature review that many methods had been proposed to modeling fluidsolid coupling system and to analyze its dynamic characteristics. However, most researches on fluid-solid coupling system was focused on spacecraft. Studies on tank vehicles were quite few. Therefore, the purpose of this article is to investigate tank vehicles' roll stability by different kinds of method. The estimation of liquid sloshing was carried out by simplifying liquid bulk to a mass point, and then tankers' quasi-static model was established and its rollover threshold was analyzed. To improve the accuracy of quasi-static method, the relation between practical sloshing and its estimation effect was studied, and the concept of amplification coefficient was used to express the ratio of the maximum sloshing effect in a period to the corresponding estimation one. Then, tank vehicles' rollover threshold by quasi-static model taking amplification coefficient into account was re-calculated. While quasi-static model could not reflect tankers' dynamic features, a trammel pendulum was established to describe liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks with elliptical cross sections, accurate dynamic model of tank vehicles was established by analyzing the coupling effects between trammel pendulum and vehicle driving, and then tankers' roll stability was investigated by this dynamic model.
Tank shapes
Tank Shape and its dimension have giant influence on liquid sloshing. Therefore, before study on tank vehicles' rollover stability, tank shapes and its dimensions should be given on the basis of tank vehicles' application survey. A market survey showed that tanks with circular and elliptical cross sections have larger volumes but the same surface area compared with other tanks. Therefore, they are much more popular in application and will be tanks studied in this article. Besides, tank's cross-sectional area is about 2.4 m 2 according to market survey. According to the principle that tanks with different cross sections have the same surface area, dimensions for tanks with different cross sections are presented in Table 1 .
In Table 1 , a and b are half of tank long and short axes, respectively. The ratio of long and short axis of elliptical tank cross sections changes from 1.0 to 2.0 with a step size of 0.25. The purpose of this setting is for a comprehensive commanding of liquid sloshing dynamics in tanks with different shapes. Furthermore, tanks with different cross sections in Table 1 were labeled as T1 to T5, and tank vehicles equipped with tanks in Table 1 were labeled as T1-to T5-vehicle for description convenience.
Rollover analysis of tank vehicles based on the estimation of liquid sloshing
The estimation of liquid sloshing Liquid bulk is continuous medium, and sloshing force acting on tank wall in sloshing process is hard to obtain. To calculate sloshing force quickly and easily, the continuous liquid bulk is simplified to a mass point. The point has the same mass with liquid bulk, and its position coincides with the center mass of liquid bulk. Based on this assumption, sloshing force and torque on mass point can be expressed as
where F y is lateral sloshing force, F z is vertical sloshing force, M is sloshing torque on pivot or axis,r is the position vector, andF is force vector. By equation (1), an estimation of liquid sloshing effects could be obtained. As liquid sloshing expressed by equation (1) is not related to time, flow distribution, liquid free surface, and so on, the method to evaluate liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks is quite convenient.
To analysis the influence of liquid sloshing on tanker's driving stability, the position of mass point is also need to obtain. While the position of mass point coincides with the center of mass of liquid bulk, solution for the center of mass of liquid bulk will be carried out.
As shown in Figure 1 , liquid free surface approximates to a tilted plane while lateral acceleration acting on tanks is quite small. Hence, a tilted straight line was used to describe the cross section of liquid free surface, as shown in Figure 1 . While lateral acceleration acts on tank, the tank will rotate on the rollover axis and liquid free surface will tilt along the tank rotation direction. It was quite clear that the tilt angle of liquid free surface is related to lateral acceleration. By hydrostatic equilibrium equation, it can be given that
where F X , F Y , and F Z are body forces of liquid bulk along X-axis, Y-axis, and Z-axis in tank-fixed coordinate (Figure 1 ), respectively. Longitudinal liquid sloshing was not considered in this article, so there is no body force along X-axis. According to force analysis of liquid bulk along Y-and Z-axis, the tilt angle of liquid free surface can be expressed as
where u s is the tilt angle of liquid free surface, as shown in Figure 5 ; a y is lateral acceleration acting on tanks; and f is tank's roll angle. Equation (3) indicates that the tilt angle of liquid free surface is not related to tank shape or fill level, but tank vehicle's lateral acceleration and roll angle.
The intersection of liquid free surface and Z-axis was defined as h 0 when there is no lateral acceleration acting on tanks. With the action of lateral acceleration, level liquid free surface tilts and the intersection point changes, as shown in Figure 2 . Under this condition, the cross section of liquid free surface can be presented as
where h is the intersection point of tilted liquid free surface and Z-axis. For tanks with circular or elliptical cross sections, tank periphery can be expressed as
Combined with equations (4) and (5), the intersection points of liquid free surface and tank walls are written as
; Cross-sectional area of liquid bulk when liquid free surface is tilted can be derived by equations (5) and (6) . It was proved that the cross-sectional area of liquid bulk is a function of intersection point. However, no matter how liquid free surface tilts, the volume of liquid bulk and its cross-sectional area keep unchanged. While the cross-sectional area of liquid free surface can be obtained when tank dimensions and liquid fill percentage were given, the intersection point, h, can be obtained.
While the tilt angle of liquid free surface and the intersection point are already known, the center of mass of liquid bulk can be expressed as
By equation (7), moving trajectory of the center of mass of liquid bulk in sloshing process in tank with circular cross section is plotted in Figure 3 . It was discovered that the moving trajectory of the center of mass of liquid bulk parallels to tank wall and its position can be written as
where h cg0 is the center of mass of liquid bulk when liquid free surface is level.
Quasi-static modeling of tank vehicles
While sloshing forces and torques, and the postion of mass point are already known, rollover stability analysis of tank vehicles can be conducted. A typical tractor tank-semitrailer is plotted in Figure 4 . The tank was separated into four chambers. The first and fourth chambers have the same volume, and the second and third chambers have the same volume. Besides, the volume of the first chamber is twice as much as the second one. For analysis convenience, the center of mass of tank-semitrailer's sprung mass when vehicle is not laden was assumed to locate in the center of tank bracket. Load distribution of vehicle's three axes is presented as
; Roll moment equilibrium equations for sprung mass can be established according to Figure 5 . The pivot of roll moment was the center of mass of sprung mass. For tank-semitrailer, the pivot of roll moment was the center of trailer bracket. Based on these assumptions, moment equilibrium equations for sprung mass are presented as
Roll moment equilibrium equations for un-sprung mass are presented as
where k f is spring roll stiffness; u s is roll angle of sprung mass; u u is roll angle of un-sprung mass; z r is the distance between the center of mass of sprung mass and roll axis; z u is the distance between the center of mass of un-sprung mass and roll axis; z fr is the distance from tractor bracket to roll axis; z 5 is the distance from saddle to roll axis; k t is tire's roll stiffness; R t is tire's rolling radius; k c and k tr are torsional stiffness of saddle and tractor bracket, respectively.
Parameter values for rollover analysis of tractor tank-semitrailer are listed in Table 2 .
Define (10) and (11) can be rewritten as
Quasi-static analysis on rollover threshold of tank vehicles
Numerical solution was done for equation (12) . Liquid fill percentage changes from 0 to 1 with a step size of 0.1. Water was selected as the liquid cargo, whose density is 1000 kg/m 3 . Lateral acceleration acting on tractor tank-semitrailer when one side of wheel of 2-and 3-axis is just going to leave ground was used to describe tankers' rollover threshold.
Simulation results are plotted in Figure 6 . Rollover threshold for ordinary truck loaded with the same quality is also calculated.
Obviously, tank vehicles' rollover stability decreases a lot compared with ordinary trucks, and the descending ratio reaches the biggest while liquid fill level is around 0.4. Therefore, the laden condition of 40% and its nearby fill level should be avoided in liquid transportation. However, while the estimation of vehicles' rollover threshold is quasi-static, calculation results will be better than practical situations. Figure 6 gives a comprehensive understanding of tank vehicles' rollover threshold that equipped with tanks of different shapes. In the 5 kinds of tank vehicles, T1-vehicle has the best roll performance when liquid fill percentage is less than 0.5 but the worst roll stability when liquid fill level is above 0.5. T5-vehicle has the worst roll stability when liquid fill level is less than 0.5 but the best roll performance when liquid fill level is above 0.5. While in the most conditions fill percentage of tanks is above 0.5 for transportation economy, tanks with elliptical cross sections will be a better choice.
Rollover threshold of tank vehicles based on improved estimation of liquid sloshing
The comparison of practical liquid sloshing and its estimation result
Liquid free surface was simplified to a tilt plane when lateral acceleration is quite small. Under this assumption, the center of mass of liquid bulk was calculated, so does the position of mass point. However, with the increasement of external excitation, liquid sloshing amplitude grows and its free surface curves. To obtain the center of mass of liquid bulk, finite difference 240,000 N m/rad k f2 302,000 N m/rad k f3 500,000 N m/rad method was used. The cross section of liquid bulk was split into numbers of cells with sufficiently little area, and the center of mass of liquid bulk can be calculated by the center of each cell, which is presented as
where y(t) and z(t) are coordinates of the center of mass of liquid bulk, y c and z c are coordinates of liquid cell's center, and A c is liquid cell's area. Sloshing forces can be acquired according to the dynamic pressure that liquid cells acting on tank walls, which are written as where F y (t) and F z (t) are lateral and vertical sloshing force, respectively; P c is the pressure that liquid cell acts on tank wall; and B c is the area of liquid cell that contacts with tank wall. Sloshing torques on pointed pivot or axis can be expressed asM
where r cg (t) is position vector from the origin of the coordinate system to the point where the force is applied, and F(t) is force vector.
FLUENT simulation was done to obtain sloshing forces and the center of mass of liquid bulk. In simulation, liquid fill level changes from 0.4 to 0.8, and lateral acceleration acting on tank changes from 0.1g to 0.4g. The maximum, the minimum, and average values of sloshing forces in lateral and vertical directions, and the displacement of liquid bulk's center of mass were calculated. The obtained results were compared with those obtained by estimation method, which are plotted in Figure 7 . Figure 7 shows that the average of each practical sloshing item are quite close to those obtained by the estimation method, respectively. To investigate the relation of practical sloshing effects and the estimated sloshing effects comprehensively, some ratios were calculated by
where CM denotes the displacement of liquid bulk's center of mass and ES denotes estimation. Ratio values when liquid fill level changes from 0.4 to 0.8 and lateral acceleration changes from 0.1g to 0.4g were calculated. The results showed that ratio values locate in the range of 0.991-0.999. This phenomenon proves that sloshing effects acquired by estimation method is the average of practical liquid sloshing. Therefore, rollover stability of tank vehicles obtained by quasi-static analysis will be conservative.
While the average of each practical liquid sloshing item can be obtained by estimation method conveniently, once the relation between the maximum of each practical liquid sloshing item and the estimated corresponding item is given, the maximum of sloshing forces, torques, and the displacement of center of mass of liquid bulk will be obtained easily. Therefore, the ratio of the maximum of each practical sloshing item to that obtained by estimation method is defined as
Where F H , F V , C H , C V are amplification coefficients of practical sloshing effects to estimated effects. For tanks with circular cross section, amplification coefficients for sloshing forces and the displacement of center of mass are plotted in Figure 8 . It was quite clear that amplification coefficients are functions of liquid fill percentage and lateral acceleration.
The job of curves fitting was carried out to find the relation between amplification coefficients and liquid fill percentage and lateral acceleration. For T1, amplification coefficients can be expressed as 
Combination with amplification coefficients, the maximum values of liquid sloshing effects can be acquired quite easily.
Rollover threshold of tank vehicles by improved quasistatic method
Rollover threshold of tractor tank-semitrailer was recalculated by quasi-static method taking amplification coefficients into account. It was named as improved quasi-static method. Also, liquid fill percentage changes from 0 to 1 with a 0.1 step size, and water was the liquid cargo. Numerical solution results are presented in Figure 9 . For comparison convenience, rollover threshold for ordinary truck with the same laden condition, as well as rollover threshold obtained by quasistatic method, is also plotted in Figure 9 .
It was found out that practical liquid sloshing has a quite significant effect on tank vehicles' rollover stability. While amplification coefficients were took into consideration, tanker's rollover threshold drops quite a lot compared to that of ordinary truck with the same laden condition. Calculation results showed that tank vehicles' rollover threshold obtained by the improved quasi-static model descends about 20% compared with that obtained by quasi-static model. Fill level of 0.4 and its nearby values are laden conditions which should be avoided in practical transportation. Figure 9 shows obviously that T5-vehicle has a much better roll performance when liquid fill percentage is above 0.45, and T1-vehicle has the worst roll performance at the same time. The roll stability of T2-to T4-vehicle locates in the middle position. Hence, tank with elliptical cross sections will be a better choice, especially those with longer long axis and shorter short axis.
Rollover analysis of tank vehicles based on equivalent mechanical model of liquid sloshing

Dynamic analysis of liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks
For tank vehicles, lateral liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks can be aroused by the changing of vehicle driving state. As a result, sloshing force acts on tank walls and decreases vehicle driving stability. Hence, before tankers' dynamic modeling, dynamic analysis of liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks will be commenced first.
FLUENT was used to simulate liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks. Sloshing force, torque, and the center of mass of liquid bulk were recorded in the simulation. Lateral liquid sloshing can only be aroused in partially filled tank when lateral acceleration acting on it. For driving safety, tank vehicles' lateral acceleration will not beyond 0.4g. There hence, lateral acceleration acting on tank will be smaller than or equal to 0.4g. Furthermore, longitudinal liquid sloshing was not considered in this article, and lateral liquid sloshing in different cross sections along tank's longitudinal axis was assumed to be utterly the same with each other. So the three-dimensional liquid sloshing in tanks could be simplified to two-dimensional sloshing.
Simulation results for water sloshing while fill percentage is 40% are presented in Figure 10 . Lateral acceleration acting on tank changes from 0.1g to 0.4g with a step size of 0.1g. It was quite obvious that external excitation has great effect on liquid sloshing. With the increase of lateral acceleration, shapes for liquid free surface change from linear to nonlinear. Liquid free surface could be described by a tilted plane when lateral acceleration is quite small (below 0.1g), and the curvature of liquid free surface is quite high when lateral acceleration is higher than 0.4g. Under this situation, the assumption of tilted plane on liquid free surface is no longer suitable.
Lateral sloshing forces monitored during the simulation are plotted in Figure 11 . Quite obviously, sloshing force presents periodical characteristics. Furthermore, sloshing force corresponded with liquid free surface greatly. While lateral acceleration is small, curves for sloshing force can be approximately described by sine curves. In this situation, liquid sloshing could be defined as liner motion. Conclusions draw from liquid free surface and sloshing force are quite the same. With the increase of lateral acceleration, curve for sloshing force turns into irregular, and the liner motion of liquid sloshing turns into nonlinear one.
Inspired by the changing of liquid free surface and lateral sloshing force, it was assumed that liquid sloshing with small amplitude presents linear characteristic and its nonlinear feature grows gradually with sloshing amplitudes. To investigate sloshing dynamics more clearly, modal analysis for liquid sloshing in tanks with circular and elliptical cross section was conducted. The top six modal shapes are presented in Figures 12 and  13 . It was found that the modal shapes of odd modals are anti-symmetrical and those of even modals are symmetrical. Therefore, it could be concluded that the odd modals contribute to the displacement of the center of mass of liquid bulk but the even ones do not. While the displacement of the center of mass of liquid bulk is the reason why lateral sloshing force generates, the antisymmetrical modals produce sloshing force but the symmetrical modals do not. Besides, the first modal contributes the most to the displacement of the center of mass of liquid bulk and sloshing force, higher modals contribute quite little. Therefore, the first sloshing modal is the most important one. More details about the dynamics of liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks without or with baffles can be found in Zheng et al.
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Equivalent mechanical model for liquid sloshing
Dynamic analysis of liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks showed that liquid sloshing approximates to linear oscillation when external excitation is quite small. Besides, the modal analysis of liquid sloshing reveals that the first modal is the most important one to reflect the dynamics of liquid sloshing. Therefore, the first sloshing modal was chosen as the basement to establish equivalent mechanical model.
Trajectories of the center of mass of liquid bulk in liquid sloshing when external excitation changes from 0.1g to 0.4g were investigated and a part of results are plotted in Figure 14 . The dashed line expresses ascending stage of the center of mass and the solid line describes descending stage. Numerical solution results showed that trajectory of the center of mass of liquid bulk in ascending stage approximately coincides with that in descending stage. This indicates that sloshing energy in a period does not lose much and its sloshing amplitude can be regarded as constant.
Trajectories of the center of mass of liquid bulk were also proved to be approximately parallel to tank wall. Hence, a mechanical model that has the same motion trajectory with liquid bulk's center of mass during sloshing can be used to describe liquid sloshing in tanks with elliptical cross sections. Thereafter, a trammel pendulum was selected to simulate liquid sloshing in tanks with elliptical cross sections, as plotted in Figure 15 .
Sloshing trajectory and basic parameters of trammel pendulum are shown in Figure 15 . Suppose that the pendulum's moving trajectory is parallel to that of the center of mass of liquid bulk. The major axis of pendulum's moving trajectory is equal to 2a p and its minor axis is equal to 2b p . Quite obviously, the ratio of a p to b p is equal to that of tank cross section's major axis to its minor axis, which can be expressed as
Trammel pendulum's arm length, which is the distance from moving point A to moving point B, is equal to a p . A small ball with a certain quality, whose size is small enough to ignore, was attached to the free end of trammel pendulum's arm. The distance from moving point B to pendulum ball is equal to b p . Oscillation amplitude of trammel pendulum was defined as u, which is the angle from Y-axis to the arm of trammel pendulum.
As long as the original amplitude of trammel pendulum is not 90°, the pendulum will oscillate forth and back under the action of gravity. In tank-fixed coordinate, trammel pendulum's oscillatory motion is plotted in Figures 16 and 17 respectively. The Y W -axis is tangent to tank's lowest point and the Z W -axis is tangent to tank's leftmost point.
By Lagrange's equations, the free oscillation of trammel pendulum can be expressed as
When tank moves laterally with constant velocity, the free oscillation of trammel pendulum still can be expressed by equation (24) . Forced oscillation of trammel pendulum under inertial coordinate system can also be derived by Lagrange's equations, which is written as
In vehicle driving process, tank will rotate on roll axis while lateral acceleration acts on vehicle. Therefore, trammel pendulum will oscillate in non-inertia coordinate system. In this situation, the oscillatory motion of trammel pendulum is differential equations about its amplitude and tank's roll angle, which is expressed as
where f is tank's roll angle. Trammel pendulum's dynamics was investigated according to equation (24) . Its oscillatory motion with small and large amplitudes is presented in Figures 18-20 . Simulation results showed that oscillation amplitude effects the motion of trammel pendulum greatly. Small oscillation amplitude usually generates linear oscillation motion. With the increasement of oscillation amplitude, nonlinear characteristics keep growing and it can no longer be ignored. While the dynamics of trammel pendulum is quite similar with that of liquid sloshing, the usage of trammel pendulum to simulate liquid sloshing is suitable.
Parameter values for trammel pendulum that should be given are presented in Figure 15 . Due to the fact that not all of liquid cargo participates in sloshing, mass of pendulum ball is not equal to liquid quality. Thereafter, arm length a p , pendulum mass m p , fixed liquid mass m f , and its position are parameters that should be calculated.
While trammel pendulum has dynamic characteristics just the same as liquid sloshing, by dynamics identity principle, the oscillation frequency of trammel pendulum is equal to liquid sloshing frequency. Besides, it was known that the oscillation frequency of trammel pendulum depends on its arm length. For a given tank loaded with specific volume of liquid cargo, sloshing frequency can be obtained by simulation. Therefore, the relation between arm length of pendulum and sloshing frequency should be investigated.
When oscillation amplitude of trammel pendulum is quite small, equation (24) can be rewritten as
By analytical derivation, the phase plane trajectory equation of trammel pendulum is written as
At the instance of tanks with circular cross section, the coefficient of equation (28) is equal to ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi ffi g=a p p , which is the frequency expression for simple pendulums. Therefore, the phase plane trajectory equation of trammel pendulum is thus given by
Comparing equation (28) and (29), the natural oscillation frequency of trammel pendulum with small amplitude can be expressed as
As the liquid sloshing frequency in a partially filled tank vehicle is already known, a p and b p can easily be obtained based on equations (23) and (30) . When a pendulum is used to simulate liquid sloshing, the liquid mass that participates in sloshing is equal to the pendulum mass. According to the law of conservation of mass, the liquid mass that does not participate in sloshing is equal to the fixed part.
A direct solution for the pendulum mass is difficult and requires hydrodynamic theory analysis. Thus, an alternative method is used. First of all, suppose that all of the liquid mass participates in sloshing. If the maximum lateral acceleration of liquid bulk is known, then sloshing force generated by the entire liquid mass can be obtained. By comparing it with the actual sloshing force, the ratio of pendulum mass to the entire liquid mass can be acquired. Since the entire liquid mass is known, pendulum mass can thus be calculated.
According to Newton's second law, sloshing force can be expressed by where F t is sloshing force caused by the entire liquid mass, a ymax is the maximum lateral acceleration of liquid bulk, and m is the entire liquid mass. Lateral acceleration acting on tank vehicle is set to be zero, and liquid bulk oscillates only under the action of gravity. According to equation (24) , the maximum lateral acceleration of liquid can be expressed as
The actual maximum sloshing force is given by
Then liquid mass that participates in sloshing can be expressed as
Thereafter, the fixed liquid mass can be expressed as
No matter where the locations of m f and m s are, the action point of the two parts always coincides with that of the center of mass of liquid bulk. Therefore, the center of mass of the fixed mass and the pendulum mass at the static location should coincide with the center of mass of liquid bulk, which can be expressed by
While all the other parameters are already known, b f can be obtained from equation (36) . Until now, parametric expressions for trammel pendulum can be expressed as
Mass of liquid cargo in partially filled tank can be obtained by
where r is liquid density and Vol is liquid volume. Sloshing frequency and the maximum lateral sloshing force in T1-T5 tank were obtained by FLUENT simulation, as shown in Figures 21 and 22 . For each tank, liquid fill percentage changes from 0.4 to 0.9 with a step size of 0.1. By equation (37) , b p and m p can be obtained, as shown in Figures 23 and 24 .
Based on simulation results, curves fitting was done to discover the relationship between pendulum parameters and sloshing conditions. As a result, b p and m p can be presented as Sloshing forces obtained by simulation are plotted in Figure 25 . At the same time, they were also calculated by trammel pendulum model and plotted in Figure 25 .
Comparison results showed that sloshing forces obtained by trammel pendulum coincide well with those acquired by computer simulation. Sloshing torque on special pivot was investigated to examine trammel pendulum carefully. The lowest point of tank, as shown in Figure 15 , was chosen as the pivot. Forced liquid sloshing in T3 with different fill percentages was simulated. Lateral accelerations acting on tank chose 0.176g and 0.4g. Sloshing torques were collected during simulation, and they were also calculated by trammel pendulum model under the same condition. Simulation and calculation results are plotted in Figures 26 and 27 .
When liquid fill level and lateral acceleration are both small, torque on tank's lowest point obtained by calculation coincides well with that obtained by simulation both in frequency and in amplitude. Under this condition, the linear trammel pendulum can express liquid sloshing exactly. With the increase of liquid fill percentage, the nonlinear characteristics of liquid sloshing grow even under small external excitation. Then, the difference between practical liquid sloshing and trammel pendulum becomes bigger.
It can be seen from Figures 26 and 27 that external excitation has a great effect on the dynamics of liquid sloshing. When lateral acceleration is 0.4g and liquid fill level is 0.1, torque acquired by trammel pendulum can coincide well with that obtained by practical sloshing in frequency, and their magnitudes are quite close to each other. While liquid fill level increases to 0.3, torques obtained by the two methods differ in frequency and magnitude. The practical sloshing frequency is a little smaller than oscillation frequency of trammel pendulum, and practical torque amplitude is smaller than that obtained by pendulum. The difference both in frequency and in amplitude keep growing while liquid fill level increases. When liquid fill level is equal to 0.9, periodic feature for practical sloshing almost disappears, but trammel pendulum still oscillates periodically. Thereafter, the equivalent mechanical model should be used to express linear liquid sloshing or nonlinear sloshing whose nonlinear characteristics is not quite strong.
The dynamic modeling of tank vehicles
Dynamic modeling of tank vehicles based on equivalent mechanical model was conducted to investigate tanker's roll stability exactly. To simplify the analysis of tank truck's roll stability, some assumptions were made as follows:
1. Sprung mass is equal to vehicle mass that lies over the suspension system, in which liquid cargo is not included. In this article, vehicle and liquid bulk, as the solid and fluid parts, respectively, are not mixed with each other. 2. In the transverse direction, the center of mass of sprung mass locates at the bottom of the tank.
Moreover, sprung mass is symmetrical about vehicle's longitudinal axis. 3. Liquid sloshing is merely aroused along the transverse direction; sloshing in longitudinal direction is not taken into consideration. The movement and mass distribution of liquid bulk are completely the same at different tank cross sections along longitudinal direction, which means that the center of mass of liquid bulk located in the middle of the tank along the longitudinal direction. 4. Liquid free surface is not broken in driving. 5. Vehicle's un-sprung mass is assumed not to produce roll movement.
Based on the above assumptions, a reference coordinate system for tanker dynamic analysis was established first. The origin of the coordinate is the point where the vertical line that goes through vehicle's center of mass intersects with its roll axis ( Figure 28 ). The back and top views of tanker's dynamic analysis are plotted in Figures 29 and 30 . On the basis of Newton's first law, when vehicle drives steadily, its inertial and external lateral forces reach a balance, which can be expressed as
where a s is lateral acceleration of sprung mass, a u is lateral acceleration of un-sprung mass, a f is lateral acceleration acting on fixed liquid mass, a pend is lateral acceleration of pendulum ball, m t is sprung mass, m u is un-sprung mass, and F f , F r are the cornering force of front and rear tire, respectively. In equation (41), lateral acceleration of sprung, unsprung mass, and the fixed liquid mass are presented as
where V is vehicle driving speed, b is slip angle, r is yaw rate, h s is the vertical distance between roll axis to the center of mass of sprung mass, c is the longitudinal distance from the center of mass of vehicle to that of sprung mass, and e is the longitudinal distance from the center of mass of vehicle to that of un-sprung mass.
Lateral acceleration acting on pendulum ball can be written as
where
According to moment balance between vehicle inertia and external moment, vehicle's roll and yaw moment balance equation can be expressed as
where l f is the distance between vehicle's center of mass to front axis; l r is the distance between vehicle's center of mass to rear axis; c f is sprung roll damping; e 2 is the longitudinal distance from liquid bulk's center of mass to that of vehicle; H 1 is the vertical distance from fixed liquid mass to roll axis; I x , I z are vehicle's moment of inertia on x-axis and z-axis, respectively; I xz is vehicle's inertia product on x-and z-axis; I xxp , I yyp , I zzp are moment of inertia of pendulum ball on x-, y-, and zaxis, respectively; I xyp , I xzp , I yzp are moment product of pendulum ball on x-and y-axis, x-and z-axis, y-and zaxis, respectively. Tank vehicle's dynamic characteristics can be expressed by equations (26), (41), and (45). Slip angle, yaw rate, roll angle of tank vehicle, as well as pendulum oscillation amplitude, are degree of freedoms to describe vehicle handling stability.
XH9140G, a typical tank semi-trailer of PieXin brand, is chosen as the research object in this part. 27 Vehicle parameter values used in simulation are listed in Table 3 . Figure 31 . T1-, T3-, and T5-vehicle were selected as representatives. For comparison convenience, dynamic response of ordinary truck is also presented in Figure 31 . Damping feature is not considered in the establishment of equivalent mechanical model. Therefore, oscillation features obtained by tank vehicle's dynamic models are stronger than practical situations.
It is obvious that tank vehicle's roll stability is greatly influenced by transient liquid sloshing. While roll angle of ordinary truck quickly returns to steady state, that of tank truck fluctuates up and down for about 20 s before turning into steady, and the overshoot is quite large. However, the overshoot dampens quickly with the passage of time. When vehicle's driving state turns into stable, roll angle for ordinary truck is about 0.05 rad. Under the same condition, roll angles for T1-, T3-, and T5-vehicle are about 0.25, 0.18, and 0.15 rad, respectively.
The influence of liquid sloshing on lateral stability is quite small due to the fact that yaw rates for ordinary and tank trucks are quite close to each other. Besides, the difference between slip angle for ordinary and tank trucks is also quite small.
With the passage of time, trammel pendulum's oscillation amplitude drops greatly with the aid of lateral acceleration and gravity. Thereafter, sloshing forces and torques are apt to reach a constant value.
Serpentine test. Tank vehicle's dynamic response in serpentine test was also conducted to discover tanker's dynamic characteristics comprehensively. Vehicle driving speed was also set to be 20 m/s. A sinusoidal wheel angle input is given, which can be expressed as
Cargo fill level changes from 0.2 to 0.9 with a 0.1 step size. Numerical solution results are plotted in Figure 32 . In the situation of time-varying steering wheel angle input, vehicle dynamic response has the same frequency with that of steering wheel angle input. For tank vehicle, amplitudes of slip angle, roll rate, and roll angle are all bigger than those of ordinary trucks. Particularly, tank vehicle's roll angle is much bigger than that of ordinary truck. Under the same condition, the maximum roll angle of ordinary truck, and T5-, T3-, and T1-vehicle are 0.05, 0.155, 0.18, and 0.24 rad, respectively.
In vehicle driving, the oscillation of trammel pendulum was decided by its natural feature and wheel angle input. Oscillation amplitude of lower frequency is much bigger than that of higher frequency; hence, the influence of inherent oscillation on tank vehicle's dynamic response is significantly covered.
Analysis of tank vehicles' roll stability. It was discovered that tank vehicle's roll stability is greatly influenced by transient liquid sloshing, while tanker's lateral stability is not impacted greatly by it. Besides, tank vehicles assembled with different tanks have quite different roll stabilities. To command roll stability of tank vehicles comprehensively, roll angles for T1-to T5-vehicle in a steady-state circular test were calculated. Liquid fill level for each tanker changes from 0.2 to 0.9. At the same time, roll angle for ordinary truck with the same laden condition was also calculated.
Rate of decline was chosed to be the indicator to express roll stability of tank vehicles. The indicator can be obtained by
where f o is roll angle of ordinary truck; f t is roll angle of tank truck. Calculation results are plotted in Figure 33 . Calculation results showed T1-vehicle has the worst roll stability and T5-vehicle has the best roll stability. It reveals that tank shape has a giant effect on tanker's roll stability. Sloshing in tanks with flat cross sections do less influence on tanker's roll stability. The possible reason for this phenomenon lies in the dimension that the displacement of liquid bulk's center of mass along vertical direction in tanks with elliptical cross section is smaller than that in tanks with circular cross section. With the increase of the ratio of tank's major axis to its minor axis, the displacement of liquid bulk's center of mass along vertical direction drops and the impact of transient liquid sloshing on vehicle's roll stability decrease. On the other hand, the displacement of liquid bulk's center along lateral direction in tanks with elliptical cross section is larger than that in tanks with circular cross section. Combined with the roll stability performance of tank vehicles, it should be derived that the lateral displacement of liquid bulk's center of mass in sloshing is of much less significance than the vertical displacement.
Liquid fill level also has a great influence on tank vehicle's roll stability. When liquid fill level is quite small, decline rate of tank vehicle's roll stability is below 0.2, no matter what shape the tank has. With liquid fill level increases, the decline rate grows quickly and it reaches the biggest value when liquid fill level is about 0.6. Liquid fill level still keeps increasing but the decline rate drops gradually. Therefore, tank vehicle's roll stability is greatly influenced when the liquid fill level is nearby 0.6. In this situation, tank vehicle's roll stability is much worse than that of ordinary trucks. However, when the liquid fill level is either fairly small or large, tank vehicle's roll stability is only slightly influenced by sloshing. There hence, liquid fill level of 0.4-0.6 is the worst laden situation which should be avoided.
A much interesting discovery is that the T3-vehicle divides tank vehicles into two parts. For T1-and T2-vehicle, they have much worse roll stability than T3-vehicle. However, for T4-and T5-vehicle, they have quite similar roll stability to that of T3-vehicle. While large major axis makes tank has quite wide dimension, there is no need to lengthen major axis of tank cross section any more when its ratio of major axis to minor axis reaches to 1.5. Hence, elliptical tank whose major axis to minor axis is equal to 1.5 will be a good choice for tank vehicles.
Discussion
As a fluid-solid coupling system, tank vehicle's dynamic modeling must take liquid sloshing into account. The conventional solution on liquid sloshing dynamics by hydrodynamics is difficult and time-consuming. Therefore, three different methods to describe liquid sloshing effects in partially filled tanks with elliptical cross sections are proposed in this article. Then, the work of tank vehicles' dynamic modeling was commenced based on that.
The first method simplified continuous liquid bulk as a mass point and used the motion of this mass point to represent liquid sloshing. While dynamic features of liquid sloshing were somewhat neglected by this method, dynamic model of tank vehicle established on this simplification was named as quasi-static model. Rollover analysis by quasi-static model showed that tank vehicles' rollover threshold decreases a lot compared with that of ordinary trucks. The quasi-static analysis on tankers' roll stability is quite easy, but the result is of low accuracy. Under the situation of estimate tankers' rollover threshold roughly, the quasistatic method can be used.
To improve the accuracy of sloshing estimation, the relationship between practical liquid sloshing and its estimation effect was investigated. Amplification coefficients were used to express the relation between the maximum of each practical sloshing item and its estimated result, and they were took into account in the quasi-static model. Rollover threshold obtained by improved quasi-static model showed that tankers' roll stability is quite worse than ordinary trucks, and T5-vehicle has the best roll stability in the whole range of liquid fill level among five tankers. Results obtained by improved quasi-static method differ a little with those obtained by quasi-static method.
The estimation on liquid sloshing could not reflect its dynamic features. There hence, a trammel pendulum model was proposed and established to simulate liquid sloshing in partially filled tanks. The pendulum has the same dynamic characteristics with liquid sloshing. Based on that, dynamic modeling of tankers was conducted and rollover analysis was done. It was found out that tank vehicles' dynamic response to steering angle input fluctuates up and down around the steady value. It will take a quite long time for vehicle comes into steady stage. It was also discovered that a liquid fill level of 0.4-0.6 is the worst laden situation and should be avoided. Roll stability analysis for tank vehicles on the basis of equivalent mechanical model could reflect vehicle's dynamic characteristics, and the results are with much accuracy.
The trammel pendulum established in this article could simulate linear or weakly nonlinear liquid sloshing with great accuracy. However, for strongly nonlinear liquid sloshing, sloshing effect obtained by the trammel pendulum will have great error from actual conditions. Therefore, equivalent mechanical models for nonlinear liquid sloshing will be a study direction in the near future.
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